
NSOUTPUTSTREAM WRITE ASYNCHRONOUS

I want to handle its data read/write queue asynchronously, in a thread. . NSStream is a RunLoop-based abstraction
(which is to say that it intends to then NSStream is not an ideal choice for doing I/O. GCD provides its own.

Now although it is specific to Core Data and not files, the warning on atomic writing does tell me that I ought
to implement methods that write atomically with great care. This question is asking whether or not there is a
better algorithm to use for writing large files to disk with a guaranteed dependency sequence e. On the other
hand, if an application has millions of rows in a table, even bytes might be a "modest" sized CLOB Character
Large OBject that needs to be normalized into a separate table. Background I am attempting to write relatively
large files video to disk on iOS using Swift 2. This info seems to imply that I could try using streams to write
the file out on a background thread if moving the writeToURL to the background thread as suggested by
jtbandes is not sufficient. If a delegate is not explicitly set, the stream object itself becomes the delegate a
useful convention for custom subclasses. Some of the options involve use of an InputStream as well. Handle
the events that the stream object reports to its delegate. The attacker can also replace the files with hard or
symbolic links, causing your write operations to overwrite or corrupt other system resources. Note on the
extension I've added a completion handler to the base writeToURL to ensure that no unintended resource
sharing occurs. Also set a delegate. A stream object invokes the sole delegation method stream:handleEvent:
for each stream-related event it handles. When attempting to process the resulting items array to pass to a
UIActvityViewController, using the following logic: if items. Apple also has some older references to reading
and writing files asynchronously. Managed objects maintain strong references to each other through
relationships, which can easily create strong reference cycles. This pattern maximizes the benefits of object
faulting see Faulting and Uniquing. Otherwise you can freely intermix calls from the two APIs in your code.
Shall I rather make a separate class, using its own serial queue, for accessing and modifying the dataToWrite
buffer, perhaps? Note that this is not the same as setting the property values to nilâ€”the values will be
retrieved on demand if the fault is firedâ€”see Faulting and Uniquing. Viewed times 0 I am working with an
external device that I receive data from. Thank you for providing feedback! SQLite can scale to handle
extremely large databases. Any given photograph is only retrieved if it is actually needed if the relationship is
traversed. I can transpose the algorithm into appropriate Swift compatible constructs. I do perform writes to
my temp directory however the main reason that I am having an issue is that I can see a noticeable lag in the
UI when dealing with large files. As mentioned before this question is about whether or not there is a more
performant way to process large files in iOS using Swift. The atomic write begins by writing the data to a
temporary file. Whether one does that with a stream or by modifying an existing API to add completion logic
is up to the reader. I did some more digging and found this info from Apple The task needs to be done without
blocking the Main UI, while using completion logic, and also ensuring that the operation happens as quickly
as possible. Because of its Objective-C underpinnings, it is extensible. Those may be well, surely are running
in separate thread, and therefore I need to make sure they do not run concurrently this code. The Core
Foundation stream types sets the client termed a context in Core Foundation differently than the NSStream
sets the delegate; calls to set the delegate should not be mixed with calls to set the context. Until then, I'm
changing the solution to remove all binary data properties from Core Data and replacing them with strings to
hold asset URLs on disk. The Cocoa stream classes use the delegation model for asynchronous behavior
assuming run-loop scheduling while Core Foundation uses client callbacks. For these two events, the delegate
sends the stream the appropriate messageâ€”read:maxLength: or write:maxlength:, depending on type of
streamâ€”to get the bytes from the stream or to put bytes on the stream. For example, you could create an
input stream that maintains statistics on the bytes it reads; or you could make a NSStream subclass whose
instances can seek through their stream, putting back bytes that have been read. I believe I run into
concurrency issues, up to getting crashes, mainly at the point of feeding pending data to the output stream.


